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a b s t r a c t

In this work, adsorption of Cu2O on a graphene which leads to production of Cu2O–GS nanosensor and
H2S adsorption on it are computationally investigated. Adsorption energies, density of state (DOS) and
room-temperature electrical conductance of Cu2O–GS are calculated. Then a comprehensive discussion
on obtained results is presented. Results show that adsorption of Cu2O on GS leads to 2 separate config-
urations. DOS of both configurations is plotted and the difference between the configurations is
explained. Next, adsorption energies of both configurations after H2S adsorption are investigated. DOS
of Cu2O–GS with and without adsorbed H2S are compared and it is shown that, according to the consid-
erable variation of DOS after adsorption, Cu2O–GS is an applicable nanosensor for H2S detection. Then
electrical conductance at room temperature is calculated to investigate detection capability of this nano-
sensor. The results illustrate that electrical conductance of the nanosensor is significantly increased by
H2S adsorption. Obtained results are in good agreement with reported experimental results.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fast and accurate detection of trace amounts of dangerous gases
is an important subject in many aspects of human society, such as
environmental monitoring and detection of toxic gases in indus-
trial processes, public health, and national security. In recent years,
graphene sheets (GS) are considered as an applicable material in
production of chemical and biological sensors. On the other hand,
cuprous oxide (Cu2O) as a typical p-type semiconductor has
attracted extensive studies on photocatalysis [1], solar cells [2],
gas sensors [3], etc. due to its attractive optical and electrical prop-
erties. Rodriguez et al. [4,5], have reported that Cu2O shows strong
chemisorptions of toxic hydrogen sulfide (H2S) gas, which predicts
it has promising application in room temperature sensing for H2S
gas according to variations of conductance of the system. In the
other hand, researchers [6–8], have reported that pure graphene
sheet shows weak physisorption of H2S gas and does not change
its electronic properties. So, some experimental researches [9,10],
have been done to investigate the adsorption of Cu2O nanoparticles
on functionalized graphene sheet (FGS) which leads to production
of Cu2O� FGS nanocomposite.

In this paper, adsorption of Cu2O on graphene sheet which leads
to production of Cu2O–GS nanosensor is computationally investi-
gated. Adsorption energies, density of state (DOS) of electrons
and room-temperature electrical conductance of Cu2O–GS are cal-
culated by density functional theory (DFT) before and after adsorp-
tion of H2S gas. The obtained results are compared to the reported
experimental results to show accuracy of our computational
calculations.

2. Simulation and calculation

Structure, DOS and adsorption energies of the system are simu-
lated and calculated by QUANTUM ESPRESSO simulation package
[11]. This package works based on DFT and using expansion of
plane wave. After relaxation and investigation of different approx-
imations, we used generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with
Perdew–Burke–Enzerhof (PBE) functional type in which density
gradient is used in addition to local density approximation to
describe exchange–correlation potential. In our calculation, Rappe
Rabe Kaxiras Joannopoulos (RRKJUS) method in ultrasoft pseudo
potential is used to describe interaction between electron and
ion in carbon, oxygen, copper and hydrogen atoms. Super cell used
in the calculations is a GS with 50 carbon atoms (4� 4� 1 hexag-
onal structure). This number of carbon atoms is used to eliminate
interaction between adsorbed atoms on a supercell and adsorbed
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atoms on the neighbor super cell. The distance between layers is
optimized to 18 Åwith considering minimization of interaction
between layers for both before and after absorbance of molecules.
The structure of supercell is considered as mentioned form to guar-
antee the uniformity of expanded supercell structure in space. The
kinetic energy cutoff is optimized to 612.3 eV. We use Monkhorst
pack method for k-points. Number of k-points for relaxation and
self-consistent field (SCF) calculations is optimized to 6� 6� 1
and for non self-consistent field (NSCF) calculations is optimized
to 9� 9� 1 which leads to maximum convergence in energy. Then
absorbance energy and DOS for different configurations of the
system are calculated by optimized parameters. The semi classical
of Boltzmann transportation equation is used for calculation of
electrical conductance of different configurations by Boltzmann
Transport Properties (BoltzTrap) code [12]. The code uses a mesh
of self-consistent band energies and is interfaced to the QUANTUM
ESPRESSO simulation package. The input file for this program is
results of NSCF calculations with a mesh of 30� 30� 5 k-points
by QUANTUM ESPRESSO. Finally components of conductance ten-
sor are obtained.

As Fig. 1 shows, 3 different orientations for nearing Cu2O to GS
or H2S to Cu2O–GS are considered. Absorbance of each orientation
is separately investigated in 3 positions. These 3 positions for
absorbance of Cu2O on GS include: top of carbon atom (T), perpen-
dicular to bond of carbon–carbon (B) and top of hexagonal centre
(H). So 9 possible configurations in this absorbance step are: aT,
aB, aH, bT, bB, bH, cT, cB and cH. Also, according to the next section,

results show that Cu2O bonds to the GS in 2 fashions. According to
the Fig. 1, we name these 2 configurations as Cu2O–GS-1 and
Cu2O–GS-2. So 3 positions for adsorption of H2S on Cu2O–GS nano-
sensor include: top of oxygen atom in Cu2O–GS-1 (TO1), top of oxy-
gen atom in Cu2O–GS-2 (TO2) and top of Copper atom in Cu2O–GS-
2 (TCu2). Therefore, 9 possible configurations in this absorbance
step are: aTO1, aTO2, aTCu2, bTO1, bTO2, bTCu2, cTO1, cTO2, cTCu2.
All mentioned calculations are done for these 18 configurations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Adsorption energy and DOS of Cu2O–GS

Adsorption energy of all 9 configurations of adsorption of Cu2O
on GS are calculated by:

Eadsorption ¼ ECu2O�GS � ðEGS þ ECu2OÞ ð1Þ

The most stable configuration takes place when adsorption energy
is more negative. Results show that adsorption energies in this
adsorption step are �0.76 eV for aT, �0.78 eV for aH and �0.68 eV
for aB. Also, the results show that these 3 adsorption states lead
to a configuration which is called Cu2O–GS-1 in Fig. 2(A). Next,
adsorption energy for all bT, bH and bB are �0.85 eV which, accord-
ing to Fig. 2(B), leads to a new configuration called Cu2O–GS-2. For
cT, cH and cB, the adsorption energy is positive and consequently
does not lead to any absorbance.

Fig. 1. (A and B) 3 different orientations for Cu2O nearing to GS and H2S nearing to Cu2O–GS, (C) 3 positions for adsorption of Cu2O on GS and (D) 3 positions for adsorption of
H2S on Cu2O–GS nanosensor.

Fig. 2. Calculation results of Cu2O adsorption on GS which show 2 possible configurations after adsorption.
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DOS of Cu2O–GS-1 structure is separately calculated and plotted
in Fig. 3(A) for aT, aH and aB configurations. As it is observable
from adsorption energies and Fig. 3(A), DOS of each mentioned
configurations is similar to other ones. It is because, in this situa-
tion, although adsorption energies are a little different but electron
distribution of the system in all 3 configurations is very similar. For
DOS of Cu2O–GS-2 structure, results of DOS calculation for bT, bH
and bB configurations are plotted in Fig. 3(B). It is obvious that
DOS of theses 3 configurations of Cu2O–GS-2 is identical as the
same as their adsorption energies. DOS of both structures of
Cu2O–GS nanosensor is plotted in Fig. 3(C). As Fig. 3(C) shows,
there is a little difference in DOS of 2 structures which is because
of different orientation of nearing and bond length.

3.2. Adsorption energy and DOS of Cu2O–GS after H2S adsorption

In this step, adsorption energy of all 9 configurations of adsorp-
tion of H2S on both structure of Cu2O–GS are calculated by:

Eadsorption ¼ EH2SþðCu2O�GSÞ � ðECu2O�GS þ EH2SÞ ð2Þ

Results show that adsorption energies in this adsorption step
are �0.61 eV for aTCu2 and �0.64 eV for bTCu2 which leads to a con-
figuration as Fig. 4 shows. But adsorption energies for cTCu2 , aTO1,
bTO1, cTO1, aTO2, bTO2 and cTO2 are positive which do not lead to
any H2S adsorption.

In addition, DOS of Cu2O–GS with adsorbed H2S is calculated
and plotted in Fig. 5(A). As it is observable in Fig. 5(A), DOS of

Cu2O–GS is considerably changed after adsorption which is
because of variations of electron distribution by H2S adsorption.
This considerable change in DOS shows that Cu2O–GS has capacity
for application as nanosensor for H2S detection. In next section,
electrical conductance before and after H2S adsorption is calcu-
lated to investigate detection capability of this nanosensor.

To study the changes of electronic structure in GS, and Cu2O–GS
caused by adsorption of H2S, the net charge transfer (Q T) between
the GS and the H2S gas, and the Cu2O-GS and the H2S gas were cal-
culated using Mulliken population analysis [13]. Electron charge

Fig. 3. DOS diagram for (A) Cu2O� GS� 1 and (B) Cu2O� GS� 2. (C) Comparison of DOS between GS, Cu2O� GS� 1 and Cu2O� GS� 2.

Fig. 4. Final structure of H2S adsorption on Cu2O–GS nanosensor for both aTCu2
and

bTCu2 configurations.
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transfer plays a significant role in the electronic properties and sta-
bility of an interacting system. The net charge transfer from GS to
H2S was computed to be almost 0.01 electrons (calculated identi-
cally 0.0096 electrons) that is consistent with the reported results
[6]. This result confirms that the adsorption of H2S on the GS does
not change its electronic properties and shows that only a weak
interaction exists between the H2S and the GS. For Cu2O–GS sys-
tem after H2S adsorption, the results show that 0.12 electrons are
transferred from the Cu2O to the H2S gas (13-fold greater than
for GS). Also the results show that the S atom, and the separated
H carrier held 0.03, and 0.10 negative charges, respectively
(Fig. 4). According to the calculation result, after adsorption of
H2S on Cu2O–GS surface, 0.30 electrons are transferred from the
Cu2O to the GS which is in agreement with the reported experi-
mental results [9]. To investigate the addition effect of the attached
Cu2O molecule on the H2S adsorption, the partial density of states
(PDOS) of the 3p for S atom, 1s for H atom, and 3d for Cu atom in
Cu2O-GS system with adsorbed H2S gas were plotted, as they are
shown in Fig. 5(B). The overlap between the 3p orbital of S atom
and 3d orbital of Cu atom indicates that H2S can strongly hybridize
with Cu2O.

3.3. Electrical conductance at room temperature

Next, electrical conductance of Cu2O–GS nanosensor before and
after H2S adsorption and pure GS is calculated at room tempera-
ture and trace of conductance tensor is extracted by prefix.trace
file which is an output of BoltzTrap code. Results show that con-
ductance in x- and y-direction is identical. Also, in z-direction
because of distance between graphene layers, conductance is very
low which can be omitted. Variation of electrical conductance at
room temperature versus chemical potential is plotted in Fig. 6.
To plot the Fig. 6, zero point of chemical potential is assumed to
be the Fermi energy level. As this Figure illustrates, after Cu2O
adsorption on GS, conductance of structure decreases in compari-
son with conductance of GS. When Cu2O is adsorbed on GS, the
mobility of electrons is reduced which causes conductance reduc-
tion. This observation is also reported experimentally by Zhou et al.
[9], which is shown in Fig. 7.

According to the Fig. 6, electrical conductance increases after
H2S adsorption on the nanosensor. As it is mentioned in previous
section, this phenomenon happens because, after H2S adsorption
on Cu2O–GS surface, the charges are transferred from Cu2O to GS.
Also, Zhou et al. [9] reported experimentally that the reason of

increasing of conductance is charge transfer from Cu2O to GS
which is in agreement with our computational results. According
to the measurability of conductance and considerable variations

Fig. 5. (A) DOS diagrams of Cu2O–GS-1 (red line), Cu2O–GS-2 (blue line), Cu2O–GS after adsorption (green line) and GS (black line). (B) The PDOS diagrams of Cu (black line), H
(green dashes) and S (red dashes) of H2S gas in the Cu2O–GS configuration after adsorption gas. The Fermi level is set to zero. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Electrical conductance per decay time versus chemical potential at room
temperature for GS (black dots), Cu2O–GS (red dashes) and Cu2O–GS after H2S
adsorption (blue line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Variations of current versus applied voltage to the FGS (black line), Cu2O (red
line) and Cu2O� FGS nanosensor [6]. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of conductance after adsorption at room temperature, Cu2O–GS is
suggested for application as a nanosensor for H2S detection. Also
as Fig. 6 shows, increasing of the Fermi energy up to about
1.25 eV leads to increasing of conductance variance up to 2 more
times; For example, an applied electric field to the nanosensor
can increase its Fermi energy level [14,15]. So this nanosensor
has a high sensitivity in H2S detection.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, adsorption of Cu2O on graphene sheet which leads
to production of Cu2O–GS nanosensor is computationally investi-
gated and a comprehensive discussion on obtained results is pre-
sented. All calculations are done by QUANTUM ESPRESSO
software and BoltzTrap code which are based on DFT and semi
classical of Boltzmann transportation equation, respectively. The
results show that adsorption of Cu2O on GS leads to 2 separate con-
figurations. Adsorption energies of both configurations after H2S
adsorption are investigated and results show that Cu2O–GS-2 leads
to H2S adsorption. DOS of Cu2O–GS with and without adsorbed H2S
are compared and it is shown that, according to the considerable
variation of DOS after adsorption, Cu2O–GS is an applicable nano-
sensor for H2S detection. Then electrical conductance before and
after H2S adsorption is calculated at room temperature to investi-
gate detection capability of this nanosensor. In addition, the results
illustrate that electrical conductance of the nanosensor is signifi-
cantly increased by H2S adsorption. The obtained results predict

that the nanosensor has promising application in room tempera-
ture sensing for H2S gas according to variations of conductance
of the system. Obtained results are compared to the reported
experimental results to show accuracy of our computational
calculations.
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